Development and applications of oncolytic Maraba virus vaccines
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Abstract: Oncolytic activity of the MG1 strain of the Maraba vesiculovirus has proven efficacy in numerous preclinical cancer models, and relied not only on a direct cytotoxicity but also on the induction of both innate and adaptive antitumor immunity. To further expand tumor-specific T-cell effector and long-lasting memory compartments, we introduced the MG1 virus in a prime-boost cancer vaccine strategy. To this aim, a replication-incompetent adenoviral [Ad] vector together with the oncolytic MG1 have each been armed with a transgene expressing a same tumor antigen. Immune priming with the Ad vaccine subsequently boosted with the MG1 vaccine mounted tumor-specific responses of remarkable magnitude, which significantly prolonged survival in various murine cancer models. Based on these promising results, we validated the safety profile of the Ad:MG1 oncolytic vaccination strategy in nonhuman primates and initiated clinical investigations in cancer patients. Two clinical trials are currently under way (NCT02285816; NCT02879760). The present review will recapitulate the discoveries that led to the development of MG1 oncolytic vaccines from bench to bedside.
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Background

In 2015, oncolytic virotherapy officially joined the armamentarium of cancer immunotherapies in Western countries following the clinical approval of the herpes simplex virus (HSV) T-VEC against melanoma by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and European Medicines Agency (EMA). Since, more than 60 Phase I/II trials evaluating oncolytic viruses (OVs) have been initiated (source: https://www.clinicaltrials.gov). Among them, we have initiated two first-in-man studies to evaluate the safety and efficacy of an oncolytic vaccine based on the Maraba virus in patients with advanced solid tumors (clinicaltrials.gov identifiers: NCT02285816, NCT02879760).

Maraba virus was first isolated from Amazonian phlebotomine sand flies in Brazil and has not been detected outside South America to date. Phylogenetically, Maraba virus belongs to the vesiculovirus genus of the Rhabdoviridae family and is genetically distinct from but shares some homology with the prototypical vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV). The virion consists of a bullet-shaped enveloped particle (Ø: 70 nm × L: 170 nm) that harbors an 11-kb single-stranded negative-sense RNA genome (NCBI reference: NC_025255). Its genome contains a 3′ leader sequence and a 5′ trailer sequence separated by five open reading frames, each encoding one viral protein: nucleocapsid (N), phosphoprotein (P), matrix (M), glycoprotein (G), and polymerase (L). Vesiculoviruses infect a wide range of mammalian hosts (eg, horses, cattle, pigs, mules, rodents)
where they are responsible for a benign acute disease that mostly manifests with oral vesicles or ulcers. Reported cases of VSV infection in humans mainly concerned laboratory workers, farmers and veterinarians, and remained largely asymptomatic. Rare clinical manifestations included fever and subsequent flu-like symptoms. Regarding Maraba virus, no virus-related pathogenicity has been reported in humans and only one case of seroconversion against viral antigens has been documented in the literature. For these reasons, the nonpathogenic Maraba arbovirus constitutes an agent of interest for therapeutic purpose.

The present review will recapitulate the preclinical studies that have demonstrated Maraba virus’ superior propensity to induce cancer cell death, to promote and adjuvantize antitumor immunity, to boost the latter when exploited as a cancer vaccine vector, and to instate immune memory that protects from disease recurrence.

Direct oncolysis of Maraba virus-infected malignant entities

Among the numerous viral strains demonstrating oncolytic activity, our group and others characterized the ability of vesiculoviruses to preferentially infect, replicate in, and kill malignant cells. VSV paved the way in the early 2000s. More recently, 20 strains of rhabdoviruses have been screened for oncolytic property, among which Maraba virus showed the broadest oncotropism. The virus was the only candidate to complete a lytic cycle in all human and murine cell lines tested and derived from a variety of cancer types (ie, breast, brain, colon, skin, lung, ovarian, mammary, prostate, and renal cancers). Of note, Maraba virus (like VSV) exploits, yet not exclusively, the ubiquitous low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) for its entry in the target cells providing one explanation for the wide range of malignant cell hosts infected. Consistent with this, reduced expression of LDLR was associated with a decreased susceptibility to Maraba virus entry and killing in some cell lines derived from ovarian cancer patient ascites.

In order to enhance and focus Maraba virus replication in malignant cells, its genome has been genetically engineered. Two single mutations have been introduced which translated into the L123W and Q242R substitutions in the sequence of the M and G proteins, respectively. In vitro, the resulting strain, named MG1, demonstrated a faster replication, a larger burst size, and an increased killing potency in tumor cells, in comparison to the wild-type (wt) and to other mutant strains of Maraba virus. Inversely, MG1 was strongly attenuated in normal primary cells validating its oncoselectivity. Abortive replication in normal cells was mostly due to the inability of MG1 to block type I interferon [IFN]-mediated antiviral immunity, thus restraining its productive cycle to cells deficient/defective in the IFN signaling pathway; an abnormality frequently acquired during oncogenesis.

In vitro, MG1 has now validated an oncolytic activity against multiple adherent cancer cell lines of human, canine, and murine origins (Table 1). Additionally, Tong et al also evaluated the killing activity of MG1 against a four-dimensional culture model that mimics the successive stages leading to peritoneal carcinomatosis in ovarian cancer, namely 1) monolayer of adherent tumor cells, 2) detached cells in suspension, 3) suspended three-dimensional spheroids, and 4) reattached spheroids. Interestingly, MG1 was able to infect, replicate, and induce cell death in ovarian cancer cells, regardless of the stage, be either adherent or suspended, individualized or organized in a spheroid structure. In comparison, two oncolytic poxviruses, namely myxomavirus (MYXV) and double-deleted vaccinia virus (vvDD), were also able to eliminate adherent ovarian tumor cells but to a lesser extent than MG1. Although MYXV and vvDD were also capable of infecting and spreading into suspended spheroids, they lost their cytotolytic activity in the final stages of the lytic cycle unless the spheroids reattached. Altogether, this study highlighted the rather unique oncolytic activity of MG1 against spheroids, a structure that can be detected in the peritoneal cavity of ovarian cancer patients and that precedes metastatic implantation in the peritoneal wall. Comparative evaluation has also been performed against sarcoma cell lines where MG1 also outcompeted referral OV strains embodied by VSVAM51, HSV-1 N212, vvDD, and type 3 Dearing reovirus.

Ex vivo, the MG1 strain of the Maraba virus has been evaluated against various primary human cancer biopsies, where it also displayed productive infection and significant cytopathic effect. Resected tissues were originating from prostate cancer, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, or sarcomas. These latter are of poor prognosis and patients affected with such bone and soft tissue malignancies remain in an urgent need for alternative treatments. In line with this, MG1 successfully infected and replicated in no less than six subtypes of sarcoma collected from 21 distinct patients and including osteosarcoma, undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma, chondrosarcoma, leiomysarcoma, and rhabdomyosarcoma. Thus, OV therapy could represent a promising approach for the care of these highly morbid diseases.

In vivo, MG1 can be safely delivered systemically, opening a window of opportunity for the treatment of not
only localized but also disseminated cancerous lesions. In immunocompetent mice, the maximum tolerated dose of intravenous MG1 reaches a high dose of 10^9 plaque-forming units (pfu); 2 logs higher than the parental Maraba virus.3 When repeatedly administered to rodents bearing syngeneic subcutaneous CT26 colorectal carcinoma, MG1 successfully infected the tumor bed and replicated in situ, leading to complete tumor regression and durable cures. Similarly, MG1 was as impressively efficient at clearing CT26 lung metastases. In comparison to its prototypical cousin VSV, MG1 showed superior therapeutic efficacy.3 Ultimately, the oncolytic activity of MG1 was confirmed in multiple additional syngeneic murine tumor models (Table 2).17 Potent oncolytic activity was also demonstrated in xenograft models using human cancer cell lines or patient-derived tumors implanted in immunodeficient mice (Table 2).3,17,19,21,23 To unlock the access to enhanced oncotoxicity, multimodal combination regimens have been developed.19,22 For instance, co-treatment of mice bearing syngeneic subcutaneous breast tumors with MG1 (intratumoral) together with the microtubule stabilizer paclitaxel (intraperitoneal) demonstrated synergistic benefit.19 While each agent employed on its own barely slowed tumor growth, their combination translated into

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Cancer type</th>
<th>Cell line</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canis familiaris</td>
<td>Sarcoma</td>
<td>D17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>BT549, H5587T, MCF7, MDA-MB-231, MBA-MB-435, NCI/ADR-RES, T47D</td>
<td>3, 19, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Central nervous system cancer</td>
<td>SF268, SF295, SF539, SNB19, SNB75, U118, U343, U373</td>
<td>3, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colon cancer</td>
<td>COLO205, HCT116, HCT15, HT29, SW620</td>
<td>3, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leukemia, lymphoma</td>
<td>A.301, Jurkat, OCI-Ly18</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ovarian cancer</td>
<td>ES2, HEYA8, IOVCa105, IOVCa131, IOVCa142, IOVCa147, OVCAR3, OVCAR4, OVCAR8, SKOV3</td>
<td>3, 15, 16, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pancreatic cancer</td>
<td>PAN-1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prostatic cancer</td>
<td>DU145, LNCaP, PC3</td>
<td>3, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renal cancer</td>
<td>786-O, ACHN, SN12C, TK10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarcoma</td>
<td>143B, RD-ES, SW982, U2OS</td>
<td>3, 17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
5 days post-MG1 administration and was accompanied by a remarkable enhancement of effector NKs secreting IFN-γ or granzyme B. MG1-mediated NK cell activation required an interaction between the virus and conventional DCs, and appeared critical for the therapeutic efficacy, whereas selective depletion of NKs abolished tumor growth control.

Such propensity to stimulate an antitumor immunity appeared of particular interest in a neoadjuvant setting.21,27 Indeed, stress associated with surgery is profoundly immunosuppressive and promotes cancer progression.29 As an illustration, untreated tumor-bearing mice undergoing surgery displayed shorter survival than unoperated controls, with the number of malignant lesions flaring post-operation. However, presurgery administration of MG1, be it replication-competent or attenuated, prevented a negative outcome by maintaining the anti-neoplastic immune pressure.27 Neoadjuvant MG1 also demonstrated benefit against murine triple-negative breast tumor models.21 Intratumoral administration of MG1 prior to resection was indeed instating a systemic adaptive antitumor immunity that protected 20% of the animals against distant postoperative tumor rechallenge. This propensity was dependent upon viral replication as UV-inactivated MG1 did not provide protection against tumor recurrence. Moreover, intravenous delivery of MG1 appeared more efficient than intralesional injection leading to 40% disease-free animals following cancer rechallenge. The T-cell compartment was involved in the antineoplastic activity and engaged into memory as 90% of the mice cured from the postoperative rechallenge completely rejected a second one later on.21 A transcriptomic analysis revealed that pathways linked to immune responses were enriched during MG1 infection. Increased expression of chemokines (eg, chemokine C-C motif ligand 5 [CCL5], C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 11 [CXCL11]) was mirrored at the protein level, as well as activation of signal transducer and activator of transcription 1 (STAT1), of the nuclear factor κB (NFκB) subunit p65 and of interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3). Induction of these proinflammatory factors was requiring the presence of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) involved in rhabdovirus intracellular sensing. For instance, the stimulation of Ccl5, Cxcl10, and Il6 was depending on retinoic acid-inducible gene 1 (RIG-I) as well as on myeloid differentiation primary response 88 (MYD88) in some cell lines.21 In vivo, MG1-infected tumors showed greater infiltration by T-cells at the time of surgery, a migration that was depending on CXCR3, the target receptor of the Th1/Tc1-associated chemokines CXCL9, 10, and 11. Ex vivo, restimulation of splenocytes confirmed the genesis of tumor-specific reactivity in MG1-treated mice and revealed that production of IFN-γ upon reactivation was reliant on the receptor IFN-αR1. Last but not least, Maraba MG1 treatment happened to sensitize 4T1 breast tumors to checkpoint blockade immunotherapy.21 Indeed, MG1 delivery upregulated programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) protein level in three breast tumor models evaluated. Such observation suggests that cancer-specific T-cells may ultimately show mitigated cytotoxic activity against tumor cells. In this environment, adjunction of the immune

---

**Table 2** List of tumor xenografts or syngeneic transplants in which MG1-enrolling treatments demonstrated efficacy in mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Cancer type</th>
<th>Tumor model</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>HCl-001, HCl-003</td>
<td>19, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ovarian cancer</td>
<td>ES2, OVCA4</td>
<td>3, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mus musculus</td>
<td>Colon cancer</td>
<td>CT26, CT26lacZ</td>
<td>3, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leukemia</td>
<td>L1210</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>TC1</td>
<td>18, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mammary gland cancer</td>
<td>E0771, EMT6, 4T1</td>
<td>17, 19, 21, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prostatic cancer</td>
<td>TRAMP-C2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarcoma</td>
<td>S180</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skin cancer</td>
<td>B16F10, B16F10Ova, B16lacZ</td>
<td>20, 23, 27, 28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
checkpotinhibitors anti-cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA4) and anti-programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) to neoadjuvant MG1 significantly extended survival of breast tumor-bearing animals, eradicating the disease in 60%-90% of the animals depending on the model. Altogether, these preclinical findings based on MG1 demonstrate a potential benefit for neoadjuvant virotherapy.

Furthermore, the immunogenic property of MG1 has been exploited to improve the efficacy of cancer cell vaccines against leukemia and metastatic solid cancers in preclinical murine models. While MG1 could infect several leukemia and lymphoma cell lines in vitro (Table 1), its therapeutic imprint was null in mice harboring L1210 leukemia. However, infusion of MG1-infected γ-irradiated leukemia cells (iLOV) to leukemic mice led to complete responses in 60% of the animals. In a prophylactic setting, iLOV infusion conferred complete protection against leukemia challenge. Thus, MG1 infection converted leukemia cells into a potent cancer vaccine. As an aside, this property was shared with its rhabdoviral cousin VSVΔG. Increased immunogenicity of infected malignant cells was not solely the result of activation of antiviral defense pathways. Ex vivo, MG1 infection also induced the overexpression of some immunostimulatory molecules (ie, CD40 and OX40L) at levels at least comparable to those reached after incubation with the toll-like receptor (TLR) agonists lipopolysaccharide and poly I:C. However, administration of irradiated leukemia cells together with the TLR agonists could not recapitulate the protective efficacy of iLOV. Similarly, injecting uninfected irradiated viable, apoptotic or necrotic leukemia cells, with or without concurrent rhabdovirus administration was ineffective. Thus, the molecular features of rhabdovirus-induced cancer immunogenic cell death (ICD) (ie, tumor antigen presentation and spread, surface exposure or release of pathogen- and damage-associated molecular patterns [PAMPs and DAMPs]) appeared essential for effective iLOV but best achieved in ex vivo confined conditions. Further clinical trials will test autologous iLOV-based therapeutic vaccines in patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia. A similar approach has been evaluated against metastatic solid tumor models. In this instance, a recombinant MG1 expressing interleukin (IL)-12 has been utilized. The cytokine IL-12 stimulates proliferation, IFN-γ production, as well as cytotoxicity of both NK and T-lymphocytes. Secretion of large amounts of IL-12 was validated following infection of B16 melanoma and CT26 colon carcinoma cell lines with MG1-IL12. Intravenous delivery of an MG1-IL12-infected cell vaccine (MG1-IL12-ICV) in mice resulted in a considerable increase of activated cytotoxic NK cells in the lungs. Treatment of mice bearing melanoma lung metastases with MG1-IL12-ICV impressively controlled the expansion of pulmonary lesions. In comparison, control MG1-ICV enhanced the proportion of effective NKs in the lungs to a much lesser extent than its IL12-secreting counterpart and with a reduced ability to eradicate lung metastases. MG1-IL12-ICV was then tested against two peritoneal carcinomatosis models in which B16 and CT26 tumor cells were seeded intraperitoneally in immunocompetent mice. On the one hand, MG1-IL12-ICV significantly extended long-term survival of the animals harboring B16 peritoneal metastases. Efficacy of the MG1-IL12-ICV was dependent on both NK cells and CD8+ T lymphocytes as their selective depletion abolished antitumor activity. Ex vivo assays highlighted a major role of DC-secreted CXCL10 in enhancing NK-cell migratory behavior and activation upon coculture with B16 melanoma cells infected with MG1-IL12. Importantly, these observations were validated with the SW620 human colon carcinoma cell line infected with MG1-IL12 and cocultured with PBMCs of cancer patients. On the other hand, MG1-IL12-ICV successfully eradicated peritoneal metastases of CT26 colon carcinoma, curing 100% animals when repeatedly administered intraperitoneally. In comparison, cure rate of the unarmed MG1-ICV did not exceed 40% of the mice. Interestingly, the co-injection of purified IL-12 together with MG1-ICV offered no benefit. Knowing that systemic administration of cytokines is often accompanied with severe adverse events, it appeared that locally elevated levels of IL-12 in the tumor microenvironment were not only safe but also critical to support effective antitumor immunity. In conclusion, MG1-IL12-ICV offers great promise for the treatment of patients diagnosed with peritoneal carcinomatosis, the most problematic site of metastasis for abdominal malignancies such as gastrointestinal and ovarian cancers.

Maraba virus as a vector for oncolytic vaccination

To further consolidate the immunotherapeutic activity of oncolytic vesiculoviruses, we and others have equipped their genome with transgenes overexpressing tumor antigens. The resulting so-called “oncolytic vaccine” aims at potentiating the adaptive arm of antitumor immunity. Proof of concept for oncolytic MG1 vaccination was demonstrated against syngeneic murine melanoma. Dopachrome tautomerase (DCT), an enzyme involved in melanogenesis, was chosen as the tumor-associated antigen for its well-characterized immunogenicity. The DCT transgene
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was inserted between the G and L genes of the rhabdoviral genome, a strategic locus for preserving the relative expression levels of the different viral factors while allowing a reasonable translation of the tumor antigen. When administered as a sole agent, MG1-DCT did not prime detectable adaptive T-cell responses against the melanoma antigen. As previously revealed, this lack of immune priming efficiency by vesiculovirus-based vaccines coincided with a sustained T-cell reactivity against foreign viral antigens (particularly the N protein) which skewed immune effector specificity away from the autologous tumor antigen. To counterbalance the reactivity between virus and cancer antigens, we opted for a prime-boost strategy that introduces a serotype five adenoviral (Ad) vaccine as an immune primer. The replication-defective (E1/E3 deleted) Ad vector expressing DCT was delivered intramuscularly, both for safety and efficient immunization purposes. At a dose of 2 × 10^9 pfu, Ad-DCT induced a moderate DCT-specific adaptive response with 5% of spleen and blood CD8^+ T cells reacting against the immunodominant epitope of the melanoma antigen. Subsequent administration of 2 × 10^9 pfu of a vesiculovirus-based vaccine expressing the same antigen impressively boosted the DCT response. Out of total circulating CD8^+ T-lymphocytes, 30% turned to react against the DCT epitope following MG1-DCT infusion, a boost significantly stronger than with VSV-DCT which peaked at 20%. Antiviral CD8^+ T-cell response underwent a concurrent threefold decrease relative to animals that did not receive Ad-DCT prime prior to vesiculovirus vaccine boost: 15% reactivity against the N factor when the oncolytic vesiculovirus was given as a priming vector vs 5% when employed as a booster. Importantly, the prime-boost immunization also stimulated reactivity against tumor antigens not encoded by the vaccines (ie, the melanoma-associated antigen gp100), thus supporting antigen spreading and cross-presentation upon treatment-induced oncolyticity. Studies on the Ad-DCT prime:VSV-DCT boost also revealed that this vaccination strategy not only enhanced the quantity of CD8^+ T cells reacting to tumor antigens but also improved their quality. Precisely, boosting with an oncolytic vesiculovirus vaccine increased 1) the proportion of polyfunctional cancer-specific T lymphocytes (double positivity for IFN-γ and the tumor necrosis factor [TNF]-α) and 2) of cytotoxic effectors (production of granzyme B), 3) their avidity to tumor epitopes, as well as 4) their functional memory. The intravenous route for delivering MG1-DCT vaccine booster was preferred for its unique ability to induce both CD8^+ and CD4^+ T-cell responses, robust enough to be readily observable in the blood, as well as to facilitate the access of the oncolytic agent to tumor site(s). Regarding the interval between vaccine prime and boost, a well-established dogma states that the longer the better for prophylactic vaccination protocols, with immunizations commonly spread several weeks or months apart. Specifically, the immune boost aims at mobilizing highly proliferative central memory T cells (T_{CM}) after primed effector cells (T_{EFF}) have declined. With that said, delaying vaccine recall would also prevent patrolling primed T_{EFF} to recognize as a target to neutralize the cells that “catch” the booster vaccine and present de novo the target antigen, an undesired event that would limit cross-presentation of the antigen by DCs to the memory compartments. To our surprise, MG1 vaccine potently boosted DCT responses as early as 9 days post-Ad-DCT prime. This beneficial property of oncolytic vesiculovirus vaccines was dependent upon the infection of follicular B cells in the spleen following systemic delivery. As T_{EFF} cannot traffic through follicular areas, these infected B cells serve as a secured source of tumor antigens for neighboring DCs within the follicle. The latter can then engage T_{CM} even during the peak of the T_{EFF} response. By authorizing short intervals between prime and boost, MG1-based cancer vaccination favors a rapid and effective immunotherapy of the disease, a critical advantage to prevent disease progression in advanced stages. When evaluated against melanoma metastatic models, the Ad-DCT:MG1-DCT prime-boost not only extended median survivals in comparison to Ad-DCT-treated animals but also cured 20% and 30% of the animals bearing brain and lung metastases, respectively. In the lung metastatic model, Ad:MG1 prime-boost was compared with Ad:VSV and demonstrated superior efficacy with median survivals reaching 75 vs 55 days, respectively. Despite stimulating both tumor-specific CD8^+ and CD4^+ T-cell responses, therapeutic activity was largely mediated by the CD8^+ T effectors. Indeed, selective depletion of the latter completely abolished the antitumor activity, whereas an equivalent intervention on the CD4^+ T-cell compartment did not affect outcome. Finally, the Ad:MG1 prime-boost vaccination induced long-term antitumor memory that protected cured animals from tumor rechallenge.

The prime-boost vaccination strategy involving an oncolytic MG1 vaccine has since been translated to the treatment of human papillomavirus (HPV)-positive tumors and prostate cancer. To this purpose, the replication-defective Ad and the oncolytic MG1 virus were armed either with a tetravalent transgene expressing the E6 and E7 antigens of the HPV serotypes 16 and 18, or with a transgene encoding the human six-transmembrane antigen of the prostate (hSTEAP). Preclinical evaluations were performed against murine syngeneic
models of TC1 lung carcinoma, an HPV16-E6/E7+ cell line, or TRAMP-C2 prostate cancer. Prime-boost oncolytic vaccination with Ad-E6/E7:MG1-E6/E7 mounted a weak response against HPV-V6 but a robust one against HPV-E7 with 1% and 60% of circulating CD8+ T-cells reacting against the antigen, respectively. Importantly, a substantial number of these reactive lymphocytes demonstrated a polyfunctional activity in the blood and spleen, with coproduction of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-2. Meanwhile, MG1-E6/E7 reached the tumor and exerted direct oncolytic activity. Twenty-four hours after intravenous delivery, MG1-E6/E7 infection was associated with a local increase in the expression of genes involved in antigen presentation (eg, B2m, H2-K1, Tap1, Tapbp), antiviral innate immunity (eg, Ddx28, Pml, Ifi35, and Ifi204) or T-cell activation (eg, Cd28, Il2ra), in comparison to untreated tumors. Overall, treatment demonstrated a remarkable efficacy with complete tumor regression documented in 75% of the hosts and led to the establishment of long-term immune memory. Regarding oncolytic vaccination with Ad-hSTEAP:MG1-hSTEAP, strong CD8+ T-cell responses were detected in blood samples against the human STEAP, expressed from the vaccines, as well as against the endogenous murine STEAP (40% vs 10% reactivity among responding T-cell populations with remarkable efficacy with complete tumor regression documented in 75% of the hosts and led to the establishment of long-term immune memory. Transcriptional profiling and immunohistochemical analysis of immune-related markers were performed on tumor samples collected at the peak of the boost response (ie, 6 days post-MG1) and compared with untreated tumors. Altogether, T-cell infiltration and activation was illustrated in treated tumors by an upregulation of 1) T-cell surface markers (eg, CD2, CD3, CD5, CD7, CD8), 2) receptors/ligands involved in T-cell migration (eg, CXCR3, CXCL9), and 3) surface (eg, CD27 and the immune checkpoints ICOS, TIGIT, PD-1), cytoplasmic (eg, NFAT, ZAP70, LCK, EOMES), or secreted (eg, Granzyme B) factors related to T-cell activation and effector function. Genes involved in antigen processing and presentation were also enriched following oncolytic vaccination (eg, Cita, H2-K1, H2-DMa, Tap1).

Overall, these preclinical data highlighted the ability of the Ad:MG1 oncolytic vaccination to generate massive tumor-specific effector CD8+ T-cell populations with remarkable therapeutic efficacy as well as immune memory protecting from cancer recurrence.

### Translating the Ad:MG1 oncolytic vaccination from mice to the clinic

The aforementioned preclinical observations encouraged the evaluation of the Ad:MG1 oncolytic vaccination approach in the clinic. Prior to initiation of investigations in humans, a toxicology study of the MG1 oncolytic vaccine to enter first-in-man trial was executed in healthy tumor-free outbred nonhuman primates. Additionally, with the aim of extending the Ad:MG1 vaccination to the treatment of veterinary cancer patients, we characterized its safety and tolerability profiles in healthy tumor-free outbred cats.

Five cats were enrolled to evaluate the safety of the Ad prime:MG1 boost strategy. Animals received an intramuscular injection of 1 × 1010 pfu of replication-defective E1/E3-deleted Ad5 encoding the human placenta-specific 1 (hPLAC1), a cancer/testis antigen reexpressed in multiple malignancies such as breast/mammary tumors. Twenty-one days post-Ad-hPLAC1 prime, the felines were boosted intravenously with one high dose of 2.5 × 1011 pfu of MG1-hPLAC1. Vaccination with MG1 caused salivation during infusion, likely attributable to nausea, followed by acute mild pyrexia that vanished within 24 hours. All cats showed transient inappetence after MG1-hPLAC1 injection leading to an average weight loss of 370 g at 24 hours. Body weight returned to normal within 8 days. Complete blood count was monitored prior and after vaccine prime and boost. Intramuscular Ad5 had no impact while systemic delivery of MG1 could be detected in plasma (n=3/5), urine (n=2/5), lymph node (n=1/5) samples within the week that followed infusion, but no replicative viral particles were recovered. At the end of the study (18 days post-MG1 treatment), the five cats did not demonstrate relevant clinical signs or abnormal behavior. Postmortem histopathological evaluations revealed spleen (n=5/5) and lymph node (n=3/5) hyperplasia. Other findings were made in three cats and included mild myocardial and hepatic congestion in one cat, coronary arteropathy in a second one, and focal myocardial fibrosis as well as mild cholangitis and pyelitis in the third cat. MG1 genomes were detected in the spleen, heart, and lungs, in the absence of replicative viral particles. Altogether, these preclinical data validated the
tolerability and nonpathogenicity of the Ad:MG1 vaccination, thus supporting their use to treat feline patients.33

Twenty cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fascicularis) were immunized with the Ad and MG1 vaccines expressing the human melanoma-associated antigen-A3 (MAGE-A3), a cancer/testis antigen aberrantly expressed in melanoma, lung carcinoma, and other malignancies.47,48 Priming was performed via intramuscular delivery of 1 × 10^{10} pfu of an Ad vaccine expressing MAGE-A3 (Ad-MAGEA3). Boost was mediated by two infusions, three days apart, of MG1-MAGEA3. Two doses of the MG1 vaccine were evaluated: 1 × 10^{10} (n=8/20) or 1 × 10^{11} (n=12/20) pfu. Moreover, three intervals between Ad prime and MG1 boost were tested: 2 weeks (n=8/20), 4 weeks (n=4/20), and 6 weeks (n=8/20). Some primates experienced anorexia (50%), constipation (25%), or emesis (17%) that resolved within 72 hours. Grade 1/2 weight loss and transient mild pyrexia were noted in 25% and 35% of the macaques, respectively. The count of circulating neutrophils transiently dropped in all subjects, with neutropenia observed in six macaques, following the first infusion of MG1-MAGEA3. Decline in the count of blood lymphocytes was frequent but less pronounced. Maraba MG1 genomes were detected in blood samples of all macaques and in the majority of secondary lymphoid tissues (spleen and lymph nodes). Viral genome was absent in feces samples but detected in 15% and 50% of urine and saliva samples, respectively. However, no replicative MG1 was detected in any of the samples analyzed and no lesions of pathologic significance were revealed by histological analyses at necropsy. In addition to determining the innocuity of the prime-boost strategy, the study was also an opportunity to evaluate the efficiency of the Ad:MG1 vaccination in primates.45 Ad-MAGEA3:MG1-MAGEA3 mounted detectable humoral and cellular immunities against epitopes of the human MAGE-A3. The magnitude of CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses were remarkable enough to be quantified in the blood, regardless of the MG1 dose or prime-boost interval. Five percent of total circulating CD8+ T lymphocytes were reactive against human MAGE-A3 on average, approaching an impressive 15% in the best responder. The quality of the reactive CD8+ T cell population was remarkable with 60% dual production of the IFN-γ and TNF-α cytokines. Interestingly, immunization with the xenoantigen human MAGE-A3 raised responses against epitopes of the cynomolgus homolog, validating the ability of the strategy to overcome host peripheral tolerance. Overall, Ad-hMAGEA3:MG1-hMAGEA3 vaccination was safe, well tolerated, and highly immunogenic in naive outbred tumor-free nonhuman primates.45

Following on the study in nonhuman primates, two clinical trials were initiated evaluating Ad:MG1-MAGEA3 in human patients with MAGE-A3-positive solid tumors. The first Phase I/II trial is recruiting participants with incurable MAGE-A3-expressing solid tumors (clinicaltrials.gov reference: NCT02285816/CCTG IND.I214).49 A first-dose MTD of 1 × 10^{11} pfu MG1-MAGEA3 was defined. Patients received two infusions (three days apart) of MG1-MAGEA3 alone (Arm A), or were administered with intramuscular 1 × 10^{10} pfu of Ad-MAGEA3 alone (Arm B), or were treated with Ad-MAGEA3 followed two weeks later with systemic MG1-MAGEA3 (Arm C). Dose-limiting toxicities (hypoxia/dyspnea, vomiting, headache) occurred in four subjects, two in each Arm A and C. Treatment-related toxicities in Arm C occurred a few hours to days after MG1-MAGEA3 and mostly constituted of diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, anorexia, chills, fatigue, fever, flu-like symptoms, hypophosphatemia, headache, and hypotension. Transcriptomic analyses of tumor biopsies revealed a modulation of numerous pro-inflammatory genes. Markers of NK lymphocytes and activated antigen-presenting cells were detected (ie, CD56, CD68, CD80, HLA-A, HLA-B, TLR3). Several chemokines and cytokines supporting inflammation were induced, such as CCL2, CCL5, CX3CL1, CXCL10, IL-6, and TNF while the immunosuppressive TGF-β appeared downregulated. Detection of MG1-MAGEA3 genomes in blood samples of patients was witnessed two weeks post-input dose clearance, thus confirming the ability of the virus to replicate in humans. Importantly, antitumor immunity was evidenced in three out of the six patients evaluated, with over 1% of total circulating CD8+ T cells reacting against MAGE-A3 in one participant.49

A second Phase I/II clinical trial will evaluate the safety and efficacy of the Ad-MAGEA3:MG1-MAGEA3 treatment, combined with the PD-1 immune checkpoint inhibitor pembrolizumab, in patients with previously treated metastatic non-small-cell lung cancer (NCT02879760). In conclusion, available clinical data validate the feasibility of the Ad:MG1 oncolytic vaccination and its ability to stimulate adaptive antitumor cell response in cancer patients. Furthermore, a trial evaluating the Ad:MG1 approach against HPV-positive malignancies has just been open in the US and Canada.

**Concluding remarks**

Maraba virus appears to be a powerful multifunctional tool in the fight against cancer. First, many tumors are susceptible to MG1-mediated oncolysis. Furthermore, MG1-induced cell death is highly immunogenic, likely ascribed to tumor and viral antigen spreading together with the local release of
DAMPs that act as adjuvants, among which features the type 1 IFN response with a demonstrated critical role. Consequently, MG1 oncotoxicity stimulates both innate and adaptive arms of antitumor immunity. Such immunotherapeutic activity demonstrated benefit in association with surgery, chemotherapy, and other immunotherapies, including immune checkpoint inhibitors and cancer vaccines. Cancer vaccines incarnate a promising approach for cancer treatment as they instate 1) polyfunctional and polyantigenic immune effector responses that can lyze malignant cells spared by direct oncolysis and 2) an immune memory that will prevent cancer recurrence. Two kinds of cancer vaccinations have proven successful in preclinical studies: MG1-infected cancer cell vaccines and MG1-based prime-boost vaccination. Reinforcing adaptive antitumor responses using the Ad prime-MG1 boost vaccination resulted in a remarkable extension of the survival in several murine models. As an aside, recent studies highlighted the somehow universal boosting efficacy of MG1 vaccine.26,28 Indeed, alternative priming agents, substituting the Ad vaccine and embodied by purified tumor-associated peptides or *Listeria monocytogenes* armed with the same cancer antigen, also raised substantial antitumor immune activity.26,28 The Ad:MG1-MAGEA3 prime-boost approach is currently being evaluated in cancer patients affected with advanced MAGE-A3+ cancers such as melanoma. Disclosed results validated a modulation of the tumor immune microenvironment and the generation of an antitumor immunity in early-phase clinical testing.

In addition to Maraba MG1, other OVｓ are undergoing Phase I/II clinical trials against advanced melanoma. They include the two herpesviruses T-VEC and HF10, the reovirus type 3 Reolysin, the coxsackievirus type A21 Cavatak, and the Ad5 OBP-301. Current and future investigations will determine their relative safety and efficacy. More generally, considering the plethora of strains available, a therapeutic benefit of OVｓ (as a monotherapy or in combination regimens) is anticipated against a wide range of malignant histotypes. To achieve this goal, pros and cons of their respective biology will have to be carefully considered, including their tropism and immunogenicity, among other criteria that will be briefly discussed here. For instance, Maraba MG1 penetrates into cells through LDLR, which is expressed by most nucleated cells. In contrast, some OVｓ exploit non-ubiquitous cell entry receptors. As an illustration, Cavatak binds to the intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) whose expression is limited to normal endothelial and immune cells and to several tumors (eg, melanoma, colorectal, breast, and lung cancers). Consequently, MG1’s broad tropism is an undeniable asset to treat virtually any malignancy. However, it comes along with infection of normal tissues that may raise safety concerns. To prevent off-target infection, OV cell tropism can be narrowed, for instance, through pseudotyping of viral surface proteins. Alternatively, off-target replication can be abrogated via mutation of virulence factors and/or insertion of regulatory sequences in the OV genome. The latter genetic manipulations have been applied to Maraba MG1-MAGEA3 (mutation of the M protein normally responsible for inhibiting the antiviral response), as well as to T-VEC (deletion of the virulence factors ICP34.5 and ICP47) and OBP-301 (preferential expression of the E1 virulence factors in malignant cells through promoter engineering). In contrast, HF10, Reolysin, and Cavatak consist of naturally occurring strains. Consequently, MG1 off-target infection has minimal adverse consequences because of its exquisite sensitivity to the IFN response (abortive viral life cycle in healthy cells). A risk of potential reversion of the MG1 mutations in patients cannot be ignored. If unlikely (considering the rapid clearance of the virus by the host), the reverted wild-type strain would remain susceptible to innate cell immunity and could, if needed, be shut down pharmacologically through administration of purified type I IFNs. Neutralization of the virion by the immune system represents an additional obstacle for the delivery and spread of viruses whose seroprevalence in patients is elevated, such as HSV-1 (eg, T-VEC, HF10) or Ad5 (eg, OPB-301). For this reason, these highly immunogenic viruses are essentially administered intratumorally rather than systemically. However, in an absence of virus-induced abscopal effect, local delivery would result in no efficacy against metastatic lesions. Encouragingly, some OVｓ like MG1, Reolysin, or Cavatak demonstrated an ability to circulate in the blood flow, then reach tumor sites and/or mediate diffuse antitumor activity. Interestingly, for viruses like MG1 or Reolysin, the systemic route also allows an increased interaction with immune cells/lymphoid organs that supports their immunotherapeutic activity. To improve their efficacy, OVｓ can be armed with transgenes. In this perspective, the cloning capacity of the viral genome dictates the number and size of the inserts. For instance, the cloning capacity of the MG1 genome is on the order of 5–6 kb, allowing for the addition of multiple transgenes or fusion proteins. In contrast, large viruses like the recombinant HSV-1 T-VEC harbor numerous nonessential open-reading frames that could be substituted with transgenes. Genetic inserts have demonstrated significant value, particularly in enhancing the immunotherapeutic activity of oncolytic agents. As an illustration, expression of the chemokine granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor...
factor (GM-CSF) from T-VEC and of tumor antigens from MG1-based vaccines promotes the recruitment of antigen-presenting cells, antigen cross-presentation and, ultimately, T-cell activation. With strategies like the Ad:MG1 prime-boost cancer vaccination, the ensuing T-cell antitumor response can reach a strong magnitude. As a downside, intensifying immune reactivity against non-mutated antigens can overcome peripheral self-tolerance and potentially induce autoimmunity. This consequence has been observed preclinically in immunocompetent mice bearing melanoma which developed vitiligo following Ad:MG1 vaccination targeting the melanocyte antigen DCT.56–58 Similarly, immunotherapy with autologous TCR-engineered T-cells targeting one defined MAGE-A3 epitope demonstrated neurotoxicity or cardiotoxicity in melanoma and myeloma patients due to supposed cross-reactivity against the brain isoform MAGE-A12 or the muscle protein Titin.53–55 Such a dramatic consequence has not been witnessed in the 20 tumor-free macaques immunized with the Ad:MG1 MAGE-A3 vaccine but is being closely monitored in cancer patients. Current Phase II investigations will determine if the contained expansion of a broad spectrum of MAGE-A3-specific T-cell clones by Ad and MG1 vaccines (which express the full-length antigen) is safe and tolerated. Finally, only a few strategies are currently aimed at stimulating the early phases of oncolytic viro-immunotherapy, namely the induction of 1) innate cell immunity and 2) cancer ICD. On the one hand, innate sensing of viral antigens and PAMPs has long been considered as a hindrance for efficient OV therapy. Although the contribution of viral molecules to the overall immunogenicity of infected tumors remains incompletely understood, evidence is accumulating in favor of a critical role in OV-mediated immunotherapeutic activity.98 This holds true for MG1 whose detection by PRRs (particularly RIG-I and the adapter component MyD88) contributes to its adjuvant property.21 In line with this, overexpression of PRR-interacting factors from oncolytic vaccinia viruses (ie, TIR-domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-β [TRIF] or DNA-dependent activator of IFRs [DAI]) successfully enhanced antitumor activity.56,57 On the other hand, cancer ICD has been mainly studied utilizing chemotherapy. Together with tumor antigen spreading, well-established hallmarks of ICD include the surface exposure of calreticulin following the induction of an ER stress and the release/secretion of high-mobility group box 1 protein (HMGB1), ATP, annexin A1, and type I IFNs. These DAMPs act as adjuvants by favoring DC recruitment, homing, antigen cross-presentation via phagocytosis, and sustained T-cell activation.58 However, the profile of DAMPs produced upon infection by a given OV has been scarcely investigated.59 Ecto-calreticulin, extracellular ATP, and HMGB1 release have been described following Ad and coxsackievirus-mediated oncolysis.60,61 In contrast, ICD markers ascribed to treatment with oncolytic rhabdoviruses like MG1 have not been reported. Ultimately, the characterization and comparison of the immunogenic signature of the oncolytic viral candidates, from innate sensing and ICD to the activation and exhaustion of cytotoxic lymphoid cells, should drive the development of improved treatment strategies. Follow-up of long-term adverse events, such as autoimmunity, and their management will remain critical, particularly in association with immune checkpoint inhibitors.

In conclusion, MG1-Maraba virus is a promising oncolytic vaccine already shown to be safe and immunogenic in early Phase I studies. Results of these studies as well as imminent studies targeting other antigens in various malignancies will become available over the next several years.
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